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THE OPERA

Say I am You (2012), a world premiere co-production between İKSV and Rotterdam
Operadagen presented by the Istanbul Music Festival, is a contemporary opera by
Michael Ellison presented here with video scenography by Tessa Joosse. It
dramatically traces the story of the transformation of Jelaluddin Rumi (Mevlâna) from
ordinary scholar to ecstatic mystic at the hands of wandering dervish Shams-i Tabriz.

Composed for VOCAALLAB and Hezarfen Ensemble, Say I am You is
groundbreaking on a number of levels. First, there is the instrumentation, which, with
its inclusion of Turkish instruments into the ensemble for an hour-plus drama, creates
a sonic landscape absolutely unique to this work. Then there is the use of its
dynamic vocal ensemble, a rivetingly powerful five-voice unit realized by
VOCAALLAB which permeates the musical texture with a wide array of vocal
utterances, at times representing voices of the ‘unseen,’ and other times Mevlâna’s
students. Then there is the casting of an Azeri style mugam voice (Gunnar Brandt-
Sirgurdsson) in the role of Shams demanded by the score, which sharply delineates
Shams’ character timbrally both from the other soloists Mevlâna (Arnout Lems) and
his daughter, Melike (Ekaterina Levantal), and from vocal ensemble, corresponding
to the use of ney and kanun in the ensemble.

Shams is a polarizing figure in Say I am You, content to stop at nothing in his quest
to provide the right conditions for Mevlâna’s transformation. He arrives in Konya in
search of ‘a true friend’, but having done so also quickly finds himself a maligned
‘other’, or outsider when Mevlâna’s months of sohbet (spiritual conversation) with
Shams behind closed doors pull him away from his students, causing profound
resentment. As self-appointed defender of the status quo, Mevlâna’s son Allaudin
initiates a plot to expel Shams from the community.

On the inner level, Mevlâna, having understood a profound affinity with Shams,
nevertheless cries out that he did not ask for this pain that Shams has brought him:
what has he done to deserve such? However, it is precisely because of Mevlana’s
sincerity, selflessness and enormous patience that he has been ‘chosen’ by Shams
to undergo such trials—to be able to consequently experience divine love.



SYNOPSIS

Act I (Tableaux 1-4)

Mevlâna (Rumi)’s son Allaudin returns to the city from his studies in Damascus,
finding a joking welcome from his older brother Veled and then his father, who
blesses his return.

Shams-i Tabriz, upon arrival in Konya is led to Mevlâna by his daughter Melike. After
challenging him with questions in their first, fateful, encounter, Shams vows to
destroy the ties that hold Rumi back. To the indignation of all, he throws all of
Mevlâna’s precious books away. Mevlâna smarts under Shams’ blows, but accepts
everything.

Act II (Tableaux 5-8)

With Mevlâna and Shams behind closed doors for six months, Rumi’s students
become impatient. Veled and Melike distract them with stories, but Allaudin stirs
them up to the point that Shams decides to leave. Veled goes to Aleppo to find him,
and the students celebrate this return with a sema (ecstatic dance).

But then Allaudin expels Shams for good (whether murder or something else, no one
knows). Mevlâna, left alone, is devastated. First he mourns, but then eventually
realizes that what Shams has given him is inside himself. Emerging at long last to
the joy of his students, he forgives them and even Allaudin for their actions against
Shams, anointing the goldsmith Salattin Zarkub as Shams’ successor.

Seeing their hesitation, Rumi sings of death and his longing for the source of life
beyond seen existence, and the opera ends on the theme with which it began: ‘Listen
to the Reed’.



THE COMPOSER

The music of Michael Ellison defies categorization, seamlessly integrating
contemporary and classical sensibilities with traditional influences into a unique and
personal idiom. Described as “beautifully crafted, robust and absorbing” by American
Record Guide, Ellison’s is a music of colour and contrast, evocative atmosphere and
emotional breadth.

Having worked out of the collision of cultures that is Istanbul for over ten years,
Ellison’s recent work explores the integration of disparate traditions and sonic
experimentations into meaningful new forms.

Notable commissions and awards have included the opera Say I Am You-Mevlana
(2012), co-produced by Rotterdam Operadagen and İKSV and the Istanbul Music
Festival, the‘Turkish’ Concerto K. 219, for Turkish instruments, cello and orchestra
(2008) commissioned and premiered by the BBC Symphony Orchestra with
conductor Pascal Rophé, Kubla Khan (2011) for the 2011 Istanbul Music Festival,
String Quartet #3 (2013) from the Arizona Friends of Chamber Music, Nova Chamber
Music Series and the Fry Street Quartet, String Quartet #2 for the Borromeo Quartet
funded by National Endowment for the Arts (NEA), Copland House (2006), New York
Youth Symphony (1995), the Beebe Foundation (New England Conservatory), Ojai
Festival, Barlow Endowment, Fulbright Foundation, and ASCAP.

Co-Director of Istanbul’s groundbreaking Hezarfen Ensemble, Michael Ellison
teaches composition at the University of Bristol.
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THE PERFORMERS

VOCAALLAB Nederland

VOCAALLAB works at the interface of music and theatre. It is a ground-breaking
production house with a collective of all-round performers.

Over the years numerous national and international partners have been eager to
collaborate with the company, including Holland Festival, Oerol, De Nederlandse Opera,
LOD (Ghent, Belgium), Teatro Real (Madrid), Ruhrtriennale, Europäisches Zentrum der
Künste Dresden, November Music (’s-Hertogenbosch), Asko|Schönberg, Donaueschinger
Musiktage, Gaudeamus (Utrecht), MaerzMusik (Berlin), Operadagen Rotterdam,
Muziektheater Transparant (Antwerp, Belgium) and Project Platforma (Moskow).

In the coming years, productions are planned with partners including crossover dance
company ISH, Muziektheater Hollands Diep, Project Wildeman, contemporary circus
company Feria Musica, Slagwerk Den Haag, dance company Club Guy & Roni, LOD and
De Nederlandse Opera.

Hezarfen Ensemble

Since its formation in January 2010, Hezarfen Ensemble has had an enormous
impact on the contemporary music scene in Istanbul. It has given countless Turkish
premieres of works by composers from around the world, in innovative formats, as
well as presenting Turkish works to European audiences in Germany and Holland as
well as in Turkey itself. Hezarfen has appeared on the Istanbul Music Festival
(2011, 2012), Rotterdam Operadagen (2012) and on series at Borusan Music House
(2010-2012) Akbank Sanat (2011) the New Music Days Bilkent University Festival
(2011) The Institut Francais, and Goethe Institute. Hezarfen has commissioned and
premiered new works by Turgut Pögün, Özkan Manav, Samir Odeh-Tamimi, Onur
Türkmen, Ed Bennett, Adrian Hart, Taner Akyol, and Kamran Ince, and has
collaborated with ensembles Yurodny (Ireland), Adaptor (Berlin) and Variancés
(France) as well as VOCAALLAB Nederland.



Lucas Vis

Lucas Vis (b.1947) is considered a
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From 1976 to 1979 he was
principal conductor of the
‘Nederlands Ballet Orkest’, where
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SAY I AM YOU (MEVLÂNA) - libretto

Mevlâna Jelaluddin Rumi Baritone
Shams-i Tabrizi Tenor (Azeri)
Melike, Mevlâna’s young daughter Mezzo-Soprano
Veled, Mevlâna’s oldest son Baritone (doubles in chorus)
Allaudin, Mevlâna’s younger son Bass (doubles in chorus)

CHORUS (Voices from the Unseen, SMABB
Students and companions of Mevlâna)

TABLEAU I

THE PRESENT TIME in total darkness.

CHORUS (UNSEEN): completely unseen
or offstage, whispering in Arabic

Subhanallah wa ta alaa
Subhanallah-al adhim Allah
Ar-Rahman (The Merciful)

Al-Muntaqim (The Avenger)
Al-Khafid (The Abaser)

Ar-Rafi’ (the Exalter)
Al-Latif (The Subtle Mercy)

Al-Hakam (The Judge)
Al-GhAFFUR
(The All-Forgiving)

MEZZO-SOPRANO (MELIKE):
I dreamed of a time
and I dreamed of Konya
I dreamed of an age’s light and its mirror
words and self disappearing

How can I remember
who I am
What I’m for
and why I was thrown up on this shore?
I’ve heard birds from another coast
that I’m sure
and I intend to go back there

to hear one sound have one glance, one
breath, one sign of the Friend
I’d fly
in palpitations day and night without
ceasing



Who is it now in my ear
who hears my voice
Who looks out with my eyes
I cannot stop asking

Who is it now in my ear
who hears my voice
Who says words with my mouth
I cannot stop asking

If I could taste one sip of an answer
I’d break free from this prison for drunks
bottled dreams left unlived and unsaid
Now either bring me enough wine
or leave me alone
Now I know what it’s like
to have a taste of this

CHORUS (UNSEEN):
Listen to the reed, the sound it makes of
separation
Ever since they cut me from the reed bed,
I have made this crying sound.
I want a heart that is torn open with
longing
So that I might share the pain of this love.
Whoever has been torn from his source
longs to return to that state of union

Listen to the reed the sound it makes of
separation

At every gathering I play my lament.
I’m a friend to both happy and grieving.
Each befriended me for his own reasons,
Yet none sought out the secrets I contain.

This reed is made of fire, not wind
And without this fire you would not exist
It is the fire of Love that inspired the reed
It is the ferment of love
That completes the wine

Konya, Spring 1244.
Near the citadel gates

STUDENT (MEZZO) looking out from the
periphery
Ey! Get inside!
CHORUS (STUDENTS), VELED:
Mongols, Mongols ,everywhere Mongols
Knights of Rome loot Byzantium
The continent’s wasted.
I’ll stake my claim on this Anatolian plain
Take my chance with these Armenians,
Greeks and Turks, Jews!
Close the gates!
they scatter. Enter ALLAUDIN.

(SPOKEN-SPRECHGESANG)
ALLAUDIN:
Veled!
VELED:
You’re back! Allaudin!
Straight from Damascus, degree in hand.
ALLAUDIN:
How is Father?
VELED:
He’s father, you know.

MEVLÂNA is within, walking. ALLAUDIN
runs to kiss MEVLÂNA’S hand, then pulls
it to his forehead



MEVLÂNA :
I swear my dear son,
no one in this entire world is as precious
as you are
you are both the father and the son
the sugar and the sugarcane
who else but you, please tell me
who could ever take your place
Welcome back, son!
they embrace

TABLEAU 2

Before dawn. SHAMS enters Konya and
sees MELIKE on her way to Fajr prayers.

SHAMS:
I’ve wandered thirsty over this scorched
earth.
And never could I find a well that would
satisfy.
Carpenter, beggar, dervish, blacksmith,
digger
like mercury, I’ve slipped past
titles of ‘holy one’ in search for the true
one. But no one understood me.
Not one could teach. No one could share
these mysteries with me.
Oh girl, stop and tell me where to find this
Mevlâna?

MELIKE:
O what do you ask me, stranger,
Are you divine or lucky?
Touched by God, or insane?
For though I possess

Only a pure heart
So close to him am I
That my lungs first breathed at his
prompting,
my eyes first opened on his gaze.
My hands speak only
devotion to him

SHAMS:
This one’s reputation flies high. They say
his intellect is unsurpassed, his
knowledge unparalleled. His ego, lowly…
CHORUS (UNSEEN) (WHISPERED):
Your veil is everything I make manifest
Your veil is everything I keep secret
Your veil is all I unveil,
just as your veil is what I curtain
SHAMS: …while so many fools are
drunk on the same. You are his
daughter, then?
CHORUS (UNSEEN): Your veil is
everything I make manifest.....

MELIKE:
…So you say, though I might be of his
own flesh, eat at his table, walk in his very
footsteps and still not be his daughter so
much as one not yet born – if she had
more soul and heart to hear.
[aside] If I take him, what follows?
If I do not, what then? There is only this
moment. This moment.
I’ll do it! Something has placed him in my
path –
And may it bring our family joy



TABLEAU 3

Surrounded by followers, MEVLÂNA
enters as MELIKE indicates him to
SHAMS

CROWD (STUDENTS):
Mevlâna, Mevlâna, hearts to Mevlâna,
fame to Mevlâna!
Fount of knowledge, son of the Sultan of
Ulema, Bahaeddin.
Master of philosophy, science,
jurisprudence
Pride of all Konya!

MELIKE:
A sugar-lipped sweetheart brought news,
“A caravan has come from Egypt!
A hundred camels, all sugar and candy –
oh Lord, what a fine gift!
A candle has come at midnight!
A spirit has entered a corpse!”

STUDENTS:
Speak plainly!

MELIKE:
I can’t speak more plain
My heart flew up in joy and
placed a ladder at the intellect’s edge.
It rushed to the roof for that good news –
Suddenly from the housetop
I saw a world outside of our world –
an all-encompassing ocean in a jug,
a heaven in the form of dust.

STUDENTS:
Grace to Mevlâna, Fount of mercies,
son of the Sultan of Ulema, Bahaeddin.
Master of philosophy, ontology,
jurisprudence, astromomy...
Mevlâna!

SHAMS: (breaking through the crowd)
Mevlâna!
Tell me
Was Abayazid the greater seeker, or
Mohammed?

STUDENTS: (commotion)
What kind of man is this, who compares a
heretic to the prophet of God? What will
he say?

MEVLÂNA:
His Holiness Mohammed, the messenger
of God,
was the greatest of all creatures.
Beyazid was not in the same category

SHAMS:
But who was more pure, if the prophet
said – “We have not known the truth of
thee,” while Beyazid said “How great is
my glory”?
(Mevlâna is as though besieged by
voices)

CHORUS:
Your veil is yourself, and it is the veil of
veils



You must look and come out from the
veils, or the veils will veil you
MEVLÂNA:
Beyazid took one draught, and his thirst
was quenched. He lost control of himself
and stared dumbfounded at the grandeur.
But the Prophet never stopped searching,
climbing seventy rungs of the ladder of
perfection every day, looking down at the
last and asking forgiveness.

Come close to me. What is your name?
SHAMS:
I offered the wine, and you drank it.
MEVLÂNA:
Do I know you?
SHAMS:
I watched you in Damascus, years ago.
MEVLÂNA:
Damascus…but I was only a student
then. Please! Who are you?
Shams whispers in Mevlâna’s ear

MEVLÂNA (SUNG):
Shams, the Sun!
SHAMS:
Mevlâna, the Sun’s reflection

MEVLÂNA:
The Sun is love
SHAMS:
The lover, a speck circling the sun
MEVLÂNA:
The Sun is love
SHAMS:
The lover, a speck circling the sun

MEVLÂNA:
Take my hand, embrace me
Stay here tonight, in Konya
SHAMS:
O friend, of my dream
MEVLÂNA:
There will be time for whispers
SHAMS:
…and stories, dreams and secrets

TABLEAU IV

MEVLÂNA speaks to SHAMS through an
invisible door

SHAMS:
Who’s at the door?
MEVLÂNA:
Your slave
SHAMS:
What do you want?
MEVLÂNA:
To see you and bow
SHAMS:
How long will you wait?
MEVLÂNA:Until you call
SHAMS:
How long will you cook?
MEVLÂNA:
Till the resurrection
SHAMS:
What evidence can you show of this love
that you claim?
MEVLÂNA:
This laughter
SHAMS:
What proof can you show?



MEVLÂNA:
These tears! This poverty!
SHAMS:
Discredited witnesses!
MEVLÂNA:
Surely not…

VELED and STUDENTS, setting down to
work, list their copying tasks

STUDENTS:
Plato, Aristotle, Socrates, Ptolemy!
VELED:
…for the first years
STUDENTS:
Aristo, Heraclitus, Farabi, Sanai
VELED:
…for those further along

STUDENTS: Hafiz, Attar, Ibn-Sina,
Ghazzali, Al- Arabi
WOMEN:
a-ha a a a-ha a ha a ha ha a ha ha
ah!!……..

Enter SHAMS
SHAMS:
I’ve come again
like a new year
to crash the gate
of this old prison
I’ve come again
to break the teeth and claws
of this man-eating monster
we call life
I’ve come again
to puncture the glory of the cosmos

who mercilessly
destroys humans
I am the falcon
hunting down the
birds of black omen
Before their flights

I gave my word
at the outset
to give my life
with no qualms
I pray to the Lord
to break my back
before I break my word

how can you
let someone like me
intoxicated with love
enter your house
you must know better

how do you dare to
let someone like me
enter your house
you must know better
SHAMS begins cracking the spines of
the books and throwing one by one into
the air
if I enter
I’ll break all this and
destroy all that
if you try to stop me
I’ll throw wine in your face
if your gatekeeper
pulls my hand
I’ll break his arm



VELED:
This is the book my Father for two years
recited from night to dawn
ALLAUDIN:
Memorizing every word…Please put it
down!!
MELIKE:
Please put it down!!

SHAMS:
You have set up
a colorful table
calling it life and
asked me to your feast
then punish me if I enjoy myself
SHAMS drops the most beautiful volume
into the well
STUDENTS:
Our work is gone!
All exit in frustration, except MEVLÂNA
MEVLANA:
O Shams-I Tabriz! A faithful
person like me
desiring a blood-eater like thee!
Say no more! You are a blood-shedding
malpractor at the side of the weeping
patient. These cruelties you have
afflicted on me –
no lover inflicts on his lover.
I ask, Do you want to shed my blood
without any offense or sin on my part?

SOPRANOS and ALTO (UNSEEN): (as in
a dream)
O friend seek no joy when
the beauty desires heartache

For you are prey in a lion’s claws
If the Heart-ravisher pours mud on your
head
Welcome it in place of Tatarian musk
She has afflicted you from every side to
pull you back to the directionless
Every heartache and trial that enters your
body and heart
Pulls you by the ear to the promised
abode

SHAMS:
come inside the fire
leave your trickery behind
go insane
go mad
burn like a candle-moth

first make yourself a stranger
to yourself then
tear down your house
move in with us
dwell in the abode of love

wash yourself
seventy times over
cleansing from hatred
then mold yourself to the cup
holding the pure wine of love

to understand the intoxicated
you must become intoxicated
to join the eternal soul
you must become a soul

you heard my story and



your spirit grew wings
now you must be annihilated in love
to become a fable of your own

your imagination my friend flies away
then pulls you as a follower
surpass the imagination then
like fate
arrive ahead of yourself

CHORUS (UNSEEN):
listen to the birds
they are calling to you
calling you a trap
frightening them away
to capture us they say
you must make a nest
you must make a nest

you must become the key
the teeth of the key
to open all locks

SHAMS:
your sweetheart’s face
is appearing now
change yourself to a mirror
and fill yourself to the brim
so many gifts
you purchased for your love
quit buying gifts
give yourself over

CHORUS (UNSEEN):
you were a part of the
mineral kingdom

then you changed to animal life
now the time has arrived
to become
the soul of souls

all exit

MEVLÂNA:
I am no lion
To overcome my enemies
Winning over myself
If I can is enough
Though I’m of lowly earth
I’ll nourish a seed called love
surely that master won’t let me grow
to be a fool

the time has come
to break all promises
tear apart all chains
and cast away all advice
dissemble the heavens
link by link
and break at once
all lovers’ ties
with the sword of death

stuff cotton inside
both my ears
and close them to
all words of wisdom
crash the door and
enter the chamber
where all sweet
things are hidden
how long can I



beg and bargain
for the things of this world
while love is waiting
how long before
O can rise beyond
how I am and
what I am

TABLEAU V

Characters in Tableau V remain onstage
throughout. SHAMS and MEVLÂNA
occupy a different space or level from
VELED, MELIKE, and STUDENTS until
the very end of the scene

CHORUS (STUDENTS):
The time moves, oh, so slowly when
you are waiting for Shams and Mevlâna
It’s been one month, almost two now
Who will lead us
Who will guide us

VELED:
A mouse and a frog
STUDENTS:
Veled! Speak to us!
VELED:
meet every dawn on the bank.
MELIKE and VELED:
They sit in a nook of ground and talk.
VELED:
Each morning, the second they see each
other,
MELIKE and VELED:

they open easily, telling stories and
dreams and secrets, empty of any fear or
suspicious holding back.

intrigued, STUDENTS sit

MELIKE:
Friend sits by Friend
VELED:
and the tablets appear
BOTH:
They read mysteries off each other’s
foreheads

Duet
MELIKE (MOUSE):
Do you know what you are to me? You’re
my energy for work
VELED (FROG):
At night, you’re my deepest sleep.
I thought I knew who I was.
But I was you

MELIKE (MOUSE):
But there are times when I want sohbet
and you’re out in the water,
diving down deep where you can’t hear
me.
Your absence through the day
enters all my cravings! I drink five
hundred times too much. I eat everything
put in front of me. Help me! I know I’m
not worth it, but your generosity is so
vast! Friend, I know I’m ugly to you. ( I’m
ugly to me!)



But if only of munificence you’d weep at
my grave. You’d stay there a good while,
too. Have mercy and shower those tears
of compassion now! Now, now – when I
can use them!

MEVLÂNA and SHAMS
How very close is your
soul with mine
I know for sure
everything you think
goes through my mind

I am with you
now and doomsday
not like a host
caring for you
at a feast alone

VELED (FROG):
The Mouse went to the frog,and said
MELIKE (MOUSE):
‘Have Mercy on me.’ I’m of the ground.
You’re of the water.
Each morning, the second you dive into
that pond,
I’m always here on the bank calling to
you, waiting for you.
Isn’t there some way the two of us could
be in touch?

VELED and MELIKE begin to unravel a
long, delicate string, bit by bit, very slowly
across the entire width of the stage and
vertically as well if possible

MELIKE and VELED (MOUSE and
FROG):
The two friends decided that
the answer was a string. A long string.
A longing string.

MELIKE (MOUSE):
With one end tied to the Mouse’s foot
VELED (FROG):
and the other to the Frog’s
BOTH:
So the two could meet as the soul does
with the body.
VELED (FROG):
And the loving frog allowed it – even
though he had a hunch of some
tangling to come.

MEVLÂNA and SHAMS: (the moment
they begin to sing we see FRIEND behind
them)
How very close is your
soul with mine
i know for sure
everything you think
goes through my mind

I am with you
now and doomsday
not like a host
caring for you
at a feast alone

enter ALLAUDIN
ALLAUDIN:
Veled, what are you doing?



VELED:
I’m trying to keep them contented.
ALLAUDIN:
By whose authority? Shams has us all in
a knot!
Who knows anymore what is right and
wrong? stalks away

MELIKE:
Remember the mouse on the riverbank?
VELED:
The love-string stretched into the water
With the frog diving, and the mouse on
the bank
MELIKE:
Suddenly a Raven grips the mouse and
flies off. The frog, too, with one foot
tangled in the invisible string, follows,
suspended in the air
Passers-by are astonished
VELED:
“When did a Raven ever go into the water
and catch a frog?”

SHAMS and MEVLÂNA come into view

STUDENTS:
We can’t accept this!
We won’t accept this!
[MEVLÂNA:
I used to be shy
you made me sing
I used to refuse food
now I shout for more wine
[ALLAUDIN:
Who is Shams

[STUDENTS:
Who is Shams
[ALLAUDIN:
Scholar or beggar?
[STUDENTS:
Scholar or beggar?
[ALLAUDIN:
Magician or conjuror?
[STUDENTS:
Magician or conjuror?
[MEVLÂNA:
In somber dignity
I used to sit on my mat and pray
[STUDENTS:
Who is this Shams?
[MEVLÂNA:
Now children come through…
[STUDENTS:
Who is this Shams?
[MEVLÂNA:
…and make faces at me
[STUDENTS:
If you stay in this town we’ll destroy, you,
O Shams! Shams! Shams…Shams-i
Tabriz!

TABLEAU VI

Alone, MEVLÂNA has sent VELED to
Aleppo, in search of SHAMS

MELIKE: (entering)
my dear father
when the beloved
sends you away
never lose hope



if you’re abandoned
if you’re left helpless
tomorrow for sure
you’ll be called again

if the door is shut
in your face
keep waiting with patience
don’t leave right away
seeing your patience
your love will soon
summon you with grace
raise you like a king

SHAMS: reading, VELED at his side
The Beloved found me away
I was hiding from love’s rapture
escaping the tavern
but soon once again I was found’
There’s no time for sobriety
What’s the use of running?
when Mevlâna calls
no soul can escape
and by You, I’ve been found
a hundred times
VEled, I’ll come with you. Let’s go back to
Konya

TABLEAU VII

the whole community goes out to meet
SHAMS

STUDENTS:
Did you know, Veled’s found Shams-i
Tabriz in Aleppo! They’ve traveled nine

days and are at the gate now! May
Mevlâna be pleased! He’s been
inconsolable. He doesn’t eat. Only
Melike brings him water. He does nothing
at all except recite poetry, more and
more, pouring out! We’ll all go mad!

Bring him in then!

MEVLÂNA, MELIKE, CHORUS
(STUDENTS) :
You are
a sudden resurrection
an endless bliss
you set a fire
in the meadow
of our dreams

laughing today
you are happy
crashing the prisons
blessing the poor

like God himself
unveiling the sun
spreading hope
bestowing a quest
being the quest

beginning a beginning
setting the end
filling hearts
arranging minds
giving desires and filling desires



CHORUS (STUDENTS): (throwing
themselves at SHAMS’ feet)

ALLAUDIN:
I grabbed a dagger and made slices of
me from myself
STUDENT 1:
I am so sorry for not having done this
cutting away before
STUDENT 2:
It was my soul’s mind, and not mine!

CHORUS:
O sun fill our hearts
One more with your light
Make mute our enemies and blind all your
foes!
Rise from behind the hill
Transform the stones to bread and the
Sour grapes to wine
O sun, make our vineyards fresh again
Cover the steppes with houris and green
cloaks
Show us your face and the world’s filled
with light
But if you cover it, it’s darkest –

CHORUS (STUDENTS): (all begin a
sema for SHAMS, as in trance)

Hu! Hu! Allah Hu!
Hu! Hu! Mevla Hu!
Hu…

SHAMS:
The creatures are set in motion by love
MEVLÂNA:
Love of God in all eternity

SHAMS:
The wind dances because of the trees
MEVLÂNA:
The trees because of the wind
SHAMS:
When you enter the dance you leave both
worlds behind
The world of the dance moves around
heaven and earth

VELED (to ALLAUDIN):
Don’t be bitter my brother
hold to your togetherness
or surely you’ll scatter

CHORUS (STUDENTS):
Hu! Hu! Allah Hu! Hu Hu, Mevla Hu…
(exit ALLAUDIN)

SHAMS(to Veled):
Look at the one split open with jealousy!
This time if I go, I‘ll never return.
I’ll disappear so that none will know
where I’ve gone to or am
You’ll all fail in your efforts to find me
Never will you find the slightest clue
CHORUS (STUDENTS):
Allah, Allah, yüce Rabbi, Allah!
SHAMS:
As the years will go by, me vanished in
thin air,
Many will say
“Surely he was slain by some foe’s hand.”

ALLAUDIN (entering):
Surely he was slain by some foe’s hand!



CHORUS (STUDENTS):
Il’lallah! Il’lallah! (etc.) faster and faster…

As the zikr reaches its peak, ALLAUDIN
and another student grab SHAMS by the
collar and drag him away

TABLEAU VIII
Months later. Outside MEVLÂNA’s room
enter VELED with ALLAUDIN

STUDENTS:
Its been 40 days. Like he is in a tomb.
Worse than it ever was with Shams
around.
MELIKE: Why do you look around?
Somebody must do something
They open the door on MEVLÂNA

MEVLÂNA:Believe me
I wasn’t always like this
lacking common sense
or looking insane
I used to be like you
a hunter of hearts
I used to be clever
not like now
with my heart
drowning in its own blood
non-stop searching for answers
that was then
always pushing to be ahead and above
since I was not yet hunted down
by this ever-increasing love

Dead,
I came alive
Tears,
I became laughter
all because of love
love said
“you’re not mad enough
you don’t fit this house”
I went insane
mad enough to be in chains
love said, “you’re not intoxicated enough
your colour clashes with ours”
I went and got drunk
drunk enough to overflow with light-
headedness
love said, “you’re still too calculating
filled with images and irony”
I went and became gullible
and in fright pulled away from it all!
love said, “you’re a candle attracting
gathering all around you”
No more a candle spreading light
I gather no more crowds and like smoke
I am all scattered now
“you are a head for everyone,
you are a leader”
No more a teacher
not a leader
just a servant to your wishes.

MEVLÂNA:
Melike, come quickly Call my students to
me!
ALLAUDIN runs out



Students go to MEVLÂNA, who kisses
their foreheads or on the nape of the
neck, forgiving them

STUDENTS:
How can we understand this mystery,
how can we understand?
How can we understand this mercy,
how can we understand?

O Mercy!
O light!

O sweetness!

MEVLÂNA:
Where is Allaudin?
MELIKE:
Allaudin! Allaudin!

ALLAUDIN, entering, kneels before his
father, kissing his hands.
ALLAUDIN:
I am not worthy to touch these
MEVLÂNA:
Who of us is worthy – who?

ALLAUDIN throws himself in his father’s
arms.

MEVLÂNA:
Saladin will succeed Shams. Do you
accept him?
STUDENT whispering:
The Goldsmith! But he’s Greek!
ALLAUDIN:
Yes

STUDENTS: falteringly
Yes Mevlâna, we accept him

MEVLÂNA:
When I die
when my coffin
is being taken out
you must never think
I am missing this world
don’t shed any tears
don’t regret or feel sorry
I’m not falling
into a monster’s abyss
when you see
my corpse being carried
don’t cry for my leaving
I’m only arriving at eternal love

I died as a mineral and became a plant
I died as a plant and became an animal
I died as an animal and became a man
why should I fear?
When did I ever become less by dying?

CHORUS:
Listen to the reed the sound it makes of
separation
Ever since they cut me from the reed bed,
I have made this crying sound.

MEVLÂNA:
next time I will die to human nature
spreading my wings and lifting my head
with the angels
then I will join the stream of angelic
nature



where everything is perishing but your
face

once I am sacrificed as an angel
I will become that which does not enter
the imagination
I will become nothing, for nonexistence
plays the tune
unto him we shall return

ALL:
I am dust particles in sunlight
I am the round sun
I am morning mist,
And the breathing of evening
I am wind on top of a grove
and surf on the cliff.
Mast, rudder, helmsman and keel
The sea, and the reef they founder on
Candle and moth mad around its flame
I am the circling galaxy
The lift and the
Falling away

My place is the placeless, a trace
of the traceless.
Neither body nor soul.
I belong to the beloved, have seen the
two
Worlds as one and that one call to and
know:

you
one
in all

who know
Jelaluddin

Say who
I am.

Say I
am
You

END
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